LGBT+ FAMILIES ACROSS EUROPE

25-27 SEPTEMBER 2020 IN POZNAŃ, POLAND
HOSTED BY FUNDACJA TĘCZOWE RODZINY
FRIDAY

POZNAŃ CITY HALL, PLAC KOLEGIACKI 17
16:00-19:00

SEMINAR: “DIFFERENT COUNTRIES, SAME NEEDS: INTEGRATION AND SUPPORT OF LGBT+ FAMILIES ACROSS EUROPE”
SEMINAR PROGRAM

16:00-17:45

RAINBOW FAMILIES IN EUROPE: CHILDREN’S RIGHTS AT STAKE
BJÖRN SIEVERDING (NELFA, BELGIUM)

SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE AND RAINBOW FAMILIES: ONE STEP FORWARD, TWO STEPS BACK IN THE BALKANS
DANIEL MARTINOVIC (DUGINE OBITELJI, CROATIA)

CIVIC DIALOGUE AS A WAY TO INCLUDE LGBT+ FAMILIES
STELLA GOŁĘBIWSKA (POZNAŃ CITY HALL)

LEGAL RECOGNITION OF RAINBOW FAMILIES IN POLAND – A STEP BACKWARDS
ANNA MAZURCZAK (POLAND)

THE POLISH PARLIAMENTARY INTERGROUP FOR LGBT+ RIGHTS
DR. KRZYSZTOF ŚMISZEK

THE DOING RIGHTS PROJECT
MARTA ABRAMOWICZ (TOLERADO, POLAND)

17:45-18:30

COFFEE BREAK

18:15-19:00

PANEL AND GENERAL DISCUSSION
SATURDAY

ŁADNE RZECZY, UL. ŚW. MARCIN 57

10:00-15:00

NELFA BOARD MEETING
SATURDAY

PIES ANDALUZYJSKI - NOWOWIEJSKIEGO 17

17:30-19:30

FILM SHOW WITH DISCUSSION

JULIA IVANOVA: MY DADS, MY MOMS, AND ME
A FAMILY GATHERING IN “THE BLACK HOUSE” AT WARTA RIVER

OGRÓD SZELĄG, UGORY

12:00-15:00
TRAVEL & STAY

TRAVELLING FROM THE AIRPORT OR TRAIN STATION

1. ORDER A TAXI BY PHONE (DO NOT TAKE A TAXI FROM A RANK, THEY ARE SOMETIMES UP TO FIVE TIMES MORE EXPENSIVE). THE PRICE FOR A TRIP FROM THE AIRPORT TO THE CITY CENTRE IS ABOUT 35 ZŁ. (€8 EUR)

SOME TAXI PHONE NUMBERS: 0048 618219218; 0048 618515515


ACCOMODATION POSSIBILITIES

IBIS - STARE MIASTO
DON PRESTIGE - ŚWIĘTY MARCIN
MERCURE - ROOSVETA 20
ALTUS HOTEL - ŚWIĘTY MARCIN 40

IF YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEMS, CALL FTR
JOANNA ŚMIECIŃSKA)
0048 607624332